
This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

A fort is negated for this battle. 

Siege Weapons

A fort is negated for this battle. 

Siege Weapons

A fort is negated for this battle. 

Siege Weapons

Prevent all kills inflicted on your side 
in one combat round.

Rally

Prevent all kills inflicted on your side 
in one combat round.

Rally

Prevent all kills inflicted on your side 
in one combat round.

Rally



Army or raiding party may leave 
combat and move up to 3 spaces 
away, even if besieged.

Retreat

Army or raiding party may leave 
combat and move up to 3 spaces 
away, even if besieged.

Retreat

Army or raiding party may leave 
combat and move up to 3 spaces 
away, even if besieged.

Retreat

If outnumbered, you roll combat 
rounds and inflict kills before your 
opponent.

Archers

If outnumbered, you roll combat 
rounds and inflict kills before your 
opponent.

Archers

If outnumbered, you roll combat 
rounds and inflict kills before your 
opponent.

Archers

This turn,  all enemy raiding rolls only 
kill on a 6; +1 resource from bank per 
raid; +1 movement.

Raiders

This turn,  all enemy raiding rolls only 
kill on a 6; +1 resource from bank per 
raid; +1 movement.

Raiders

This turn,  all enemy raiding rolls only 
kill on a 6; +1 resource from bank per 
raid; +1 movement.

Raiders



For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership

For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership

For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership

This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

This turn a raiding party may move an 
extra 3 spaces and need not stop after 
attacking.

Horses

For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership

For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership

For one combat round, +1 to all of 
your kill roles. Discard an additional 
card if using on an army.

Leadership



Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Noble returns to garrison his own fort 
and gains a soldier; may be played 
even if not in the field.

Defend the Fort

Noble returns to garrison his own fort 
and gains a soldier; may be played 
even if not in the field.

Defend the Fort

Noble returns to garrison his own fort 
and gains a soldier; may be played 
even if not in the field.

Defend the Fort

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action



Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action

Gain an additional action.

Action



Subtract 1M, 1W from the building 
cost of a fort and gain a one soldier 
garrison.

Fortify

Take as many units of any single 
resource as you have resource squares 
of that type (minimum 2).

Stockpile

Take as many units of any single 
resource as you have resource squares 
of that type (minimum 2).

Stockpile

Take as many units of any single 
resource as you have resource squares 
of that type (minimum 2).

Stockpile

Take as many units of any single 
resource as you have resource squares 
of that type (minimum 2).

Stockpile

Take as many units of any single 
resource as you have resource squares 
of that type (minimum 2).

Stockpile

Subtract 1M, 1W from the building 
cost of a fort and gain a one soldier 
garrison.

Fortify

Subtract 1M, 1W from the building 
cost of a fort and gain a one soldier 
garrison.

Fortify

Subtract 1M, 1W from the building 
cost of a fort and gain a one soldier 
garrison.

Fortify



This turn you may trade one resource 
type 1 for 1 with the bank.

Merchant

This turn you may trade one resource 
type 1 for 1 with the bank.

Merchant

This turn you may trade one resource 
type 1 for 1 with the bank.

Merchant

A noble may raise up to three soldiers 
from a fort and deploy them without 
cost. No action is required.

Supply Lines

A noble may raise up to three soldiers 
from a fort and deploy them without 
cost. No action is required.

Supply Lines

A noble may raise up to three soldiers 
from a fort and deploy them without 
cost. No action is required.

Supply Lines

Place a free construction building on 
any tile you control and gain one 
appropriate resource.

Builder

This turn you may trade one resource 
type 1 for 1 with the bank.

Merchant

Place a free construction building on 
any tile you control and gain one 
appropriate resource.

Builder



For the payment of 2S, 2F a landless 
noble will join your cause.

Landless Noble

All players must give you one resource 
of their choice.

Tribute

For the payment of 2S, 2F a landless 
noble will join your cause.

Landless Noble

Place a free construction building on 
any tile you control and gain one 
appropriate resource.

Builder

All players must give you one resource 
of their choice.

Tribute

All players must give you one resource 
of their choice.

Tribute

Play on a noble. This noble counts as 
two nobles for the purposes of 
determining the Regency.

Favoured Noble

For the payment of 2S, 2F a landless 
noble will join your cause.

Landless Noble

Play on a noble. This noble counts as 
two nobles for the purposes of 
determining the Regency.

Favoured Noble



Play on a noble. This noble must 
return to his home estate and cannot 
return to the capital this season.

Banished

Play on a noble. This noble must 
return to his home estate and cannot 
return to the capital this season.

Banished

Play on a noble. This noble must 
return to his home estate and cannot 
return to the capital this season.

Banished

Play on a noble. This noble counts as 
two nobles for the purposes of 
determining the Regency.

Favoured Noble

Play on a noble. This noble counts as 
two nobles for the purposes of 
determining the Regency.

Favoured Noble

Play on a noble. This noble counts as 
two nobles for the purposes of 
determining the Regency.

Favoured Noble

All nobles other than those in 
battle/under siege must move to the 
capital.

Summon Parliament

All nobles other than those in 
battle/under siege must move to the 
capital.

Summon Parliament

All nobles other than those in 
battle/under siege must move to the 
capital.

Summon Parliament



Play on a noble. This noble is 
appointed to be Lord Marshal.

Appoint to Office

Play on a noble holding an office. He is 
dismissed from office.

Indict from Office

Play on a noble. This noble is 
appointed to be Lord High Constable.

Appoint to Office

Play on a noble. This noble is 
appointed to be Archbishop of 
Canterbury.

Appoint to Office

Play on a noble. This noble is 
appointed to be Chancellor.

Appoint to Office

Play on a noble. This noble is 
appointed to be Keeper of the Privy 
Seal.

Appoint to Office

Play on a noble holding an office. He is 
dismissed from office.

Indict from Office

Play on a noble holding an office. He is 
dismissed from office.

Indict from Office

Play on a noble holding an office. He is 
dismissed from office.

Indict from Office



Play only if ≥ 2 points between first 
and last player. First player must give 
an office of your choice to last player.

Maintain the Balance

Target noble moves to Lincoln; gets 
two soldiers. Can't be attacked until 
summer (unless attacks first).

Uprising at Lincoln

Play only if ≥ 2 points between first 
and last player. First player must give 
an office of your choice to last player.

Maintain the Balance

Look at another player's hand of 
Nobility Cards and steal one.

Espionage

Look at another player's hand of 
Nobility Cards and steal one.

Espionage

Look at another player's hand of 
Nobility Cards and steal one.

Espionage

Target noble moves to Worcester; 
gets two soldiers. Can't be attacked 
until summer (unless attacks first).

Uprising at Worcester

Play on a player. Unless he'd win the 
Regency, his nobles vote for you. Give 
player 1 resource per voting noble.

Political Capital

Play on a player. Unless he'd win the 
Regency, his nobles vote for you. Give 
player 1 resource per voting noble.

Political Capital



All movement is increased by two 
spaces.

Fair Weather

Anyone capturing a Noble must pay 2 
resources to the king; ransoms are 
waived (though not VP gains).

Sacred Nobility

Each field produces an extra food.

Labour Tax Waived

All current office holders are 
dismissed from office.

Purge the Court

 Nobles at court of a player who would 
not win the regency vote for you. Give 
that player 1 resource per noble.

Political Capital

All forts cost one fewer stone to build 
this year.

Paranoia

Each player may take as many free 
resources (of their choice) as they 
have nobles in the capital.

Royal Largesse

All players bid. The highest bidder 
gains the loyalty of a new landless 
noble.

Favoured Courtier

The highest bidder is appointed to any 
vacant office of their choice.

Sale of Office



Any noble may recruit soldiers at a 
fort (max 3 soldiers per fort per 
season).

Supply Depots

Each player must leave at least one 
noble in the capital throughout the 
coming year.

Royal Commission

Any player who attacks another - 
unless first attacked by them this year 
- is ineligible for the next Regency.

Peace

Each player gives  soldiers to the king. 
Write down no. secretly; winner: 1VP 
and 1Nobility Card. All players pay.

Royal Army

All nobles other than those in 
battle/under siege must move to the 
capital.

Summon Parliament

The highest bidder gains the service of 
three new soldiers who appear at the 
market of that player's choice.

Flemish Mercenaries

May trade resources 2:1 at any time, 
or 1:1 if controlling a market.

Wool Staple

The player who kills the most enemy 
soldiers this year gains a landless 
noble at the end of the year.

Warlord

Only Nobles enter Dunstable. After 
1st,  joust (die roll) to enter; loser rtrt 
1 sq.  Noble in D. at year end: 1VP.  

Royal Joust



Each player must pay 1 resource for 
each noble at Court.

King's Birthday

Raiding parties may comprise up to 4 
soldiers (and still cost only 1F to 
deploy/upkeep).

Fear of Bandits

Each player removes a noble from 
court until one player has none left 
(minimum one per player).

Court Reduced

Each player gets three food.

Granaries Overflow

Players bid. Winner doubles 
production of wood for one year.

Steward:King's Forest

Players bid. Winner doubles 
production of stone for one year.

Steward:King's Mine

Receive a Nobility Card for each Noble 
who visits Canterbury.

Pilgrimage

Each office holder must surrender 
either a Nobility card of their choice or 
else surrender that office.

Royal Scrutiny

Player's bid: the winner gains 1VP.

Royal Festival
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